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Ayodele Akinpelu <Delebakery28@yahoo.com> Wayne State University

Tony Anderson <TonyC.Anderson@gmail.com> (’08) Director, Let’s Raise a Million, Morehouse College

Joel Beatty <JoelsLastExit@aol.com> (’10) shuttle bus driver, University of Montana

Kristin Braziunas <KBraziun@gmail.com> (’08), Oberlin College

Chris Bruno <CBruno@u.washington.edu> (’09), University of Washington

Benjamin Cox <BCox1@babson.edu> (’10) co-founder of the Green Tower, Babson College

Derek Downey <DJDowney@ucdavis.edu> (’09), University of California-Davis, Waste bins photo

Courtney Gill <CGill@uci.edu> (’09), UC Irvine, Student at fume hood

Benjamin Hughey <HugheyB01@myemail.northland.edu> (’11), Northland College

Sam Hummel <Sam@aashe.org>, IT Team Member, AASHE (former student, Duke University)

Ryan Kaplan <Ryanjkaplan@gmail.com> (’09), Cabrillo Collage

Jeremy Kent <JKent1@babson.edu> (’09), Babson College

Marissa Knodel <Marissak04@gmail.com> (’09) 2009 Big Green Bus staff, Dartmouth College

Connor Kobeski <CKobeski@nd.edu> (’10), Game day recycling, University of Notre Dame

Jon Paul JP Plumlee <JP@cleanenergy.org> (’05), University of Tennessee Knoxville

Jason Sanders <JS1731@txstate.edu> Graduate student in Agricultural Education Texas State University

Kendall Singleton <KendallAnn@gmail.com> (’07), University of Virginia

Basil Tsimoyianis <BTsimoyi@uvm.edu> (’09), University of Vermont, Forest Crimes unit photo

Connie Wong <Wakingsimone21@yahoo.com> (’09), Humboldt State University

Amanda Zulas <Amanda.Zulas@email.wsu.edu> , former grad student Western Illinois University Behavioral study on recycling at Western Illinois University